
Windows 11 Pro is built for secure hybrid work

Organizations are increasingly veering towards a hybrid way of working where employees 
can work from anywhere: at the office, at the home workplace, at a customer’s premises, 
but also on the train or at the sports club. Some workers are digital nomads, so they can live 
and work anywhere. The possibilities are endless. Hybrid working is the future, but what is it 
and can it be done securely?

Working from anywhere makes 
employees happy, but can it be 
done securely as well?  
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What hybrid working is 

82 % 
offer the opportunity to work hybrid 

72 %  
want to work hybrid 

Hybrid working is working from home, but also in the office, at a customer’s premises 
or the sports club, on the train and anywhere else. It is much more than just working 
anywhere, however: hybrid working puts employees and their work experience centre 
stage. Organizations are therefore betting on a personalized approach with devices 
and technologies fully tailored to their employees. In concrete terms, companies can 
divide the employee population into groups (personas) according to tasks, way and 
place of work. Some possible groups are as follows:

Mobile trailblazer

Mobile trailblazers are almost always on the go: they travel from company locations to 
customers and from partners to external conferences. These mobile employees work 
efficiently and flexibly and want to be able to respond quickly. Access to the cloud, a 
lightweight device with a long-lasting battery, outstanding connectivity and thorough 
security are therefore vital for them. 

Home & office navigator

Home & office navigators spend a whole day navigating through their work 
environment. In the morning they handle focus tasks in their home office, and in 
the afternoon they first brainstorm with colleagues in the conference room before 
processing input at a focus desk. These employees don’t want to waste time and do 
everything they can to work as efficiently as possible. They need a mobile device with 
touch that enables them to collaborate easily, but on which they can also process 
confidential information safely and with the necessary discretion.
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Companies that divide the employee population into groups, thus providing them with 
personal devices, enable their employees to work efficiently from anywhere. Which 
different places of work are there?

Frontline & back office hero

These employees act as an organization’s figurehead. They are therefore the first 
point of contact both internally and externally. They usually work at their (own) 
desk, but occasionally they also work at a different workplace: for example, in the 
conference room during a meeting with customers. Customer orientation and 
multitasking, where similar and repetitive tasks are often performed, are typical for 
this profile. 

Power user

Power users need power. They are, for example, developers who need to be able to 
run several processor-intensive applications simultaneously and without any loss of 
performance. They attach great importance to precision and quality, and demand as 
much from their hardware. 

Professional creator

Professional creators brainstorm and develop day in, day out. They work in various 
specialized applications and require devices that support them in optimal fashion. 
Today, professional creators increasingly work where they want, because a different 
working environment provides them with the inspiration they need. To make this 
possible, this group needs a powerful mobile device on which to create without limits.

Find out how all employees can 
work securely from anywhere 
thanks to HP Wolf Security 

https://www.hp.com/us-en/security/endpoint-security-solutions.html
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Varied workplaces  

Office 

In the hybrid working environment, the office is the meeting place par excellence. It 
consists of modular spaces or zones, equipped with the most appropriate tools and 
technologies for Activity Based Working. This is where employees consult each other, 
brainstorm and create, in the space best suited to their tasks. Possible zones include:

Team zones
Smaller zones per team with unallocated desks

Shared zones
Zones for all teams such as focus or meeting rooms

Specific zones
Spaces for specific applications such as test labs or storage facilities 

TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS:  
the ideal office days

Find out how HP Wolf Security 
enables employees to work 
securely in the office

https://www.hp.com/us-en/security/endpoint-security-solutions.html
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At home 

A study conducted by SD Worx shows that Belgians prefer to work from home two to 
three days a week. Only 5.1 % still want to go to the office every day. The home office 
is after all ideal for working in supreme concentration. From processing e-mails over 
administrative tasks to going thoroughly through a file. Technology and ergonomics 
are indispensable elements in the home office.

Technology
Employees can avail themselves of modern tools and technologies at home too. 
After all, they want to work there as efficiently as in the office with, e.g. a laptop, large 
screen, headset, wireless mouse, keyboard and all-in-one printer.

Ergonomics
Physical complaints arise as a result of a non-ergonomic homeworking infrastructure. 
It is therefore important to provide employees with an ergonomic office chair, desk 
and display at home as well, and don’t forget the right lighting either.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY:  
favourite home working days

Find out how HP Wolf Security 
enables employees to work 
securely at home 

https://www.hp.com/us-en/security/endpoint-security-solutions.html
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Anywhere 

On the train, at the sports club, in a coffee shop: the opportunities to work are endless. 
Employees today want to make the most of their working time without any obstacles. 
With this in mind, it is best to take some important aspects into account when buying 
devices.

Weight and size 
On the one hand, mobile devices should for one offer all the desired functions and 
ports, but they should also be light and compact.

Connectivity
Even on the go, hybrid workers need to connect smoothly and securely to documents 
and apps.

Ease of use and speed 
Hybrid workers are intent on making the utmost of working time. So getting down to 
work at lightning speed is a must.

HP Elite Dragonfly
Windows 11 Pro is built for secure hybrid 
work

Secure and light laptop for those who 
work from anywhere 

Hybrid workers can really use a secure and lightweight 
notebook with a long-lasting battery: the HP Elite Dragonfly 
G3. HP Wolf Security’s in-depth security features protect 
hybrid workers in any workplace. Nice touch: this device 
contains more than 90 % recycled magnesium. So you’re 
not only working safely, but also sustainably.

• Intel® Evo™ platform powered by Intel® Core™ i7 vPro® 
processor

• Windows 11 Pro
• 13.5-inch (34.3 cm) touchscreen
• Up to 2 TB of PCIe® NVMe™ M.2 SSD TLC
• Starting at 0.99 kg
• 360 functionality
• 3:2 aspect ratio
• Protected by HP Wolf Security
• Fretless collaboration from anywhere with HP Presence

Employees who work in a hybrid manner are happier in their job, provided they are 
spared from security issues such as cyberattacks and data breaches. In a word: 
security is a top priority.
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HP Wolf Security in computers

HP integrates deep security features in computers to provide end users with the best 
protection in every workplace.

HP Sure Start
HP Sure Start keeps the BIOS secure: it replaces the BIOS with a clean and fully 
functional version and reboots the computer. HP Sure Start works under the OS to 
protect critical firmware where antivirus software does not. 

HP Sure Run
HP Sure Run stops attackers who want to disable antivirus software. It also monitors 
important processes, alerts users and IT when changes occur, and ensures 
automatically that important processes restart when stopped.

HP Sure Recover
HP Sure Recover provides fast, secure and automated operating system recovery 
anytime, anywhere, without IT intervention. It increases resilience and minimizes 
downtime.

HP Sure Access
HP Sure Access uses hardware-based virtualization security to isolate critical 
applications. A virtual machine is created under the OS. This further secures memory 
and CPU status, network traffic and disk structures.

HP Sure Sense
HP Sure Sense provides an intelligent form of protection against potential threats. It 
uses deep learning AI to find and repel malware and ransomware.

HP Wolf Security: security as a top 
priority 
Technology companies strive to ensure that end users work securely. As hybrid 
working is becoming more prevalent and cybercriminals more sophisticated and 
better organized, security is right at the top of the agenda. HP therefore provides 
computers and printers with a multi-layer security called HP Wolf Security.  
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HP Sure Click
HP Sure Click stops known and unknown threats by isolating risky emails, files and 
links. This security feature gives customers the control and IT the detailed information 
they need to stop malware.

HP Sure View
HP Sure View protects confidential information. The integrated privacy screen is 
activated at the touch of a button, so hybrid employees can work securely from any 
workplace.

HP Sure Admin
HP Sure Admin lets IT manage BIOS settings securely and remotely. Ideal when 
employees work simultaneously in different locations and IT cannot be everywhere all 
at once.

Find out even more about the 
computer security offered by HP 
Wolf Security

https://www.hp.com/us-en/security/endpoint-security-solutions.html
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HP Wolf Security in printers

In addition to computer security, HP Wolf Security also provides print infrastructure 
with in-depth protection on three fronts: device, data and document.

Device 

HP SURE START
HP Sure Start keeps the BIOS safe. When the printer is started, HP Sure Start 
validates the firmware as an authentic HP code. If an anomaly is detected, the device 
restarts in a safe recovery mode.

WHITELISTING
Whitelisting keeps firmware safe and ensures it is digitally signed by HP. If there is an 
indication of misuse, the printer restarts in a secure state.

RUNTIME INTRUSION DETECTION 
If unusual activity is detected, the printer restarts and the memory is cleared. This 
security feature is active only when the printer is switched on and connected to the 
network.

HP CONNECTION INSPECTOR
HP Connection Inspector checks the printer’s outgoing data for packets used by 
hackers. If HP Connection Inspector notices anything suspicious, the printer will be 
restored and rebooted.

HP SECURITY MANAGER
HP Security Manager monitors and corrects the printer settings. This increases 
security levels and reduces risks throughout the scanning and printing population.

SECURE CARTRIDGES
Original cartridges from HP contain tamper-proof chips and firmware, so hybrid 
employees can print securely anywhere.
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Data

USER AUTHENTICATION 
Users are identified to preclude any unauthorized access.

DATA ENCRYPTION 
Data cannot be easily tinkered with or stolen when they are encrypted.

CHECKING FOR THREATS 
HP printers perform continuous checks to identify problems and activate self-repair 
as and where needed.

Documents

SECURE PRINTING 
As soon as the client goes to the printer, the print job starts so others do not get hold 
of print outs not intended for them.

CONFORMITY 
HP Wolf Security secures document workflows, so employees can get down to work 
without frets or worries.

ZERO TRUST
HP Wolf Security uses a zero trust policy: continuous checks therefore prevent 
attacks and problems.

Find out even more about the 
printer security offered by HP 
Wolf Security 

https://www.hp.com/us-en/security/endpoint-security-solutions.html
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Importance of security in hybrid 
working 
Organizations that want to retain their employees and attract new talent have no 
choice but to switch to the hybrid model where work can be done anywhere, including 
from home. They must then commit to security. In a word, working from anywhere 
makes employees happy. 

Find out all about HP Wolf 
Security 

https://www.hp.com/us-en/security/endpoint-security-solutions.html
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